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Disclaimer:
The tips in this presentation are general in nature. Please use your 
discretion while following them. The author does not guarantee legal 
validity of the tips contained herein.
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Federal Crime

A person is said to be indicted of a federal crime if the crime he 
committed has a federal connection or element that provides the basis 
for the case going to federal court. 



Federal Criminal Process

Investigation: 
Federal investigation agencies like the FBI investigates the crime, 
obtains the evidence, and gathers information that can be used to 
identify the persons who committed the crime and also the 
information that helps prove the criminal acts.



Arrest: 

A suspect is arrested if enough evidence is gathered against them.



Charges: 

The prosecutors present the evidence collected by the investigators in 
the court. Based on the evidence, the suspect is indicted and is given 
formal notice about the charges against him. 



Hearing/pretrial: 

The defendant has the right to receive the help of his lawyer during the 
court proceeding. The court allows the defendant out of the jail if he 
meets the requirements for bail.



Trial: 
In the trial both the prosecutor and defense are given chance to argue 
their case.



Plea bargaining: 

If the defendant is found guilty, then the defense lawyer can plea 

bargain with the prosecutors and judge to reduce sentencing.



Conviction and sentencing: 

If the defendant is guilty, then he will be sentenced based on the laws 
and rules set by federal government for that particular crime.



New York Criminal Defense Federal Lawyer

Mr. Petrus, the NY criminal defense federal lawyer, represents clients in 
federal court. 

If you are charged with a federal crime, then call “The Law Offices of 
Paul D. Petrus Jr. & Associates, P.C.” at 212-564-2440 and schedule a 
free initial consultation.
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The Law offices Paul D. Petrus, Jr. & Associates P.C.
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